
 July 7-12, 1984 
 
 
 NOTE FOR THE RECORD 
 
 
Subject: Visit of Nick Gardener (NG), Field Secretary and Director for Pakistan - OXFAM 
 
 
accompanied with GM AKRSP, SOU Gupis/Yasin, Sartaj Khan (SK), SOU Punyal/Ishkoman, Mohammad Yar 
Khan (MYK), Mohammad Sabir (MS), Assistant Engineer, Faryad Khan and Audio-visual Assistant Karim Jan 
(KJ). 
 
 
July 7, 1984 
 
 
NG having arrived late evening by road from Islamabad had expressed a desire to visit as many as the ten 
OXFAM assisted PPI projects as possible. In the six days of his stay, he was able to visit eight of the ten 
projects and also hold discussions with the MG and meet Deputy Commissioner, Gilgit, Assistant 
Commissioner Gupis and Mr. Peter Whitman, UNDP/FAO Agronomist. 
 
After a brief visit to AKRSP office, NG visited the Extension Training Centre and attended the inaugural 
session of the Third Plant Protection and Production Course in which 23 village representatives are now 
participating. 
 
At 1130 hours, we left Gilgit by jeep and a couple of hours later stopped over at Dalnati Nullah for lunch by the 
newly constructed flood protection bund. The second bund across the nullah had rolled over presumably due 
to massive flooding but it did succeed in deflecting waters away from Dalnati village. SOU Punyal/Ishkoman 
should get the damage repaired through the VO at the earliest. 
 
On the way we stopped over at the Singal Medical Centre designed by the French Architect Le Ford and 
opened by His Highness in May  1983. The lady doctor incharge very kindly showed us round. It is primarily a 
maternity and child care centre. The lady doctor felt that the facilities were not being fully utilised. There were 
two maternity cases being dealt with in the centre on the day of our visit. On a query about the Centre's 
linkage with the CBS trained TBAs, the lady doctor described it non-existent but felt that such a linkage would 
be useful. Anyway it was a pleasure visiting the centre and see it so well maintained. The OPD is treating on 
an average 40 patients. 
 
KJ got some delicious apricots for us at Singal and we were also stopped by the SOU Punyal/Ishkoman at 
their office for a brief conversation about the programme in their area. By 1830 hours we had reached Yasin 
Rest House situated at a height of 8100 feet. Outside it was chilly and deliciously cool. 
 
July 8, 1984 
 
At 0730 hours we left Yasin and headed for Nooh accompanied with Mohammad Ayub the Manager of the 
VO and also the village supervisor of the area. SK had warned us that it was a four hours walk to the Nooh 
channel and back but NG insisted on doing it. Little did I realize what was in store for us. We got down from 
the jeep at the Morkha suspension bridge and walked for nearly a mile before starting the climb. It was so 
steep and literally breath-taking that I gasped every few yards. At times I thought I will never be able to make it 
but somehow I dragged on and finally saw the parapet of the channel. The channel is still being given finishing 
touches. We walked upto the headwork (saraband) and had a beautiful panoramic view of the valley down 
below. There were also pine trees growing in the area. Some of the land commanded by the channel should 
be afforested with pine and similar varieties of trees. The source of the channel comprises cascades of water 
emanating from snows above and the channel itself has inbuilt falls at no less than four places from ten fee to 
thirty feet. It is indeed a remarkable piece of local engineering. 



 
The President of the VO Ghulam Jahan, Manager Mohammad Ayub and Model Farmer Sher Mohammad 
gave the following details of their organization: 
 
 
 
- Date of formation   March 12, 1983 
- Total membership  57 
- Savings accumulated  Rs. 6,200 
- Project under   A khul about 3 km long at an implementation estimated cost of 

Rs.48,112. The increased water will irrigate 6 kanals of hillside and 
10 kanals of wasteland of each household. We noticed grass being 
grown on the hillside by one of the members. Nearly 40 persons 
worked on the channel every day since December 1983. 

 
According to the village, the benefits of the channel include increased fodder and crops in existing irrigated 
lands which were said to be 18 kanals per household. The VO has also benefitted by taking fertiliser credit 
twice. The use of fertiliser according to the, has resulted in at least fifty percent increase in the yields. In 
monetary terms, they stated that by putting Rs.200/250 worth of fertilizer in a field of 6 kanals, they got a 
benefit of Rs.500 to 700. 
 
Water-logging seems to be a problem peculiar to this village and large tracts of land within the village have 
been inundated. Villagers have been breeding Chinese duck in the area and also made attempts to plant 
trees in which they did not succeed because of disunity. This is a mixed village with half and half Ismailis and 
Sunnis. SOU should investigate the feasibility of reclaiming land from water logging, breeding of ducks on a 
bigger scale and planting of trees. 
 
We did not walk till the end of the channel because it seemed endless and decided to descent after meeting a 
group of workers. NG agreed that he had got more than OXFAM's money worth in terms of Nooh channel. 
The descent was quite steep but it was tenderly touching to see three small boys standing at the foot of the 
rocks to welcome us with green salad and yogurt water (lassi). NG remarked we could not have had a better 
welcome. Having refreshed ourselves, we proceeded towards the jeep. The Manager insisted on entertaining 
us to tea and fruits at his house which we passed on the way. Although SK had never been to Nooh channel 
and this time also deserved us midway but his estimate of four hours was dead right. When we returned to 
Morkha suspension bridge, it was exactly four ours since we left it in the morning, and when we looked up 
from the bridge towards the Nooh channel, we couldn't believe that we had just been there. 
 
The tablet at Morkha declaring it an OXFAM project greatly pleased Nick and we proceeded to inspect the 
work done. Walking along the channel was almost like running an obstacles race, every few yards we had 
neither to jump a boundary wall or jump over the channel. After doing this for over a mile, I stopped the man in 
front to enquire as to where were we being taken. It turned out that we were heading for the saraband a good 
two miles away to convince us how essential it was to build a pucca saraband. I assured them that our visit to 
the saraband would be of no use till the engineer had surveyed and given his opinion on the feasibility or 
otherwise of the proposal. We were told that the saraband was to be constructed by LB&RD but they had 
abandoned the thing without doing any work. I assured them that the matter would be looked into by the SOU 
Gupis/Yasin and they nominated M/S Masta Quwat Aman, Mohammad Jafar Khan and Mirza Niaz as the 
VOs representatives to accompany the survey team. The details about the VO provided by the members and 
office bearers present, were as follows: 
 
- Date of formation  April 1, 1983 
- Total membership  41 out of 26 households 
- Savings accumulated  Rs.8,896 
- Project under   Widening and extension of irrigation 
 implementation   channel measuring 4.55 km. The work has since been completed 
 
which has resulted in increased water supply to existing lands thereby increasing the yields of both fodder and 



crops. The VO also arranged fertilizer on credit. Faryad also completed a village plan in three days on which 
VO has not as yet taken any action. SOU Gupis/Yasin should explain the plan to the VO and provide 
guidance in implementing it. This is also a mixed village with half Ismailis and half Sunnis. It was pointed out 
that by extending the channel another 2000 feet, 52 kanals of undeveloped land could be brought under 
irrigation. On some probing it transpired that the land belongs to one owner. The decision to extend the 
channel was therefore deferred by the members present to the fully assembly of the VO. On way back we 
were entertained to sweet mulberries and rather insipid tasting plums. Since it was already 1400 hours the 
visit to two other OXFAM projects in the area was deferred to the next day and we returned to Yasin Rest 
House by 1430 hours. 
 
At 1700 hours we left for Taoos Bala and Thoi nullah accompanied with Raja Dastagir ex-member BA 
Council, Tehsildar and Naib Tehsildar of Yasin, Haji Sahib President of Toos Bala VO and Hazir Shah, village 
supervisor of Barkulti area. We drove along the Taoos Bala channel which was without water because there 
had been a landslide on it that very morning. It was expected to be cleared in a day. One the way we also 
passed by Sultanabad and Taoos Payeen protective spurs which were holding on against ferocious flood 
waters and so also the Barkulti Payeen irrigation channel saraband and protective bund. 
 
This was my first visit on the Thoi nullah road. it had only been opened to traffic a few hours earlier having 
been washed away near the Barkulti Payeen khul saraband a day earlier. The drive through Thoi Nullah was 
most enchanting. We passed through the following villages: 
 
Name of village  No. of households 
 
1. Genesal  69 
2. Dalkoi Dupis  34 
3. Harf Payeen  51 
4. Harf Bala  34 
5. Harf Centre  45 
6. Charite Kono  48 
7. Shote Rahimabad 60 
8. Ishkandas  94 
9. Nalti   35 
 
There were said to be another three/four villages in the area. This was one of the most beautiful valleys I had 
seen in the Northern Areas. In act Nick proclaimed that this was the real Shangrila. I don't know how the 
valley would look at other times of the year but at the moment it looked so green and beautiful that it defied 
any description. A proposal has been submitted to OXFAM for funding of PPIs in the valley. There are already 
12/13 VOs which have accumulated over Rs.83,000 as their savings. The first dialogues were held by HWK in 
February and the SOU have visited the valley 7/78 times since. I informed Nick that we would only serious 
pursue the dialogue second and third once we are assured of funding, otherwise or credibility is likely to suffer 
if there is inordinate delay between the holding of dialogues and implementation of PPIs. 
 
By the time we started retracing our steps from Thoi nullah, it was nearing 1930 hours. To our dismay we 
found that the repaired portion of the road had again been swallowed up by the flood waters and the jeeps 
had to be abandoned. I was assured that Yasin Rest House was only five miles away. I knew it was not less 
than 8 miles. We started walking and the Raja Sahib along with Tehsildars went ahead to round up a jeep or a 
tractor from Sultanabad. There was a jeep but without a wheel and the driver. A mile further up we came 
across a tractor parked on wayside. We had by now walked for four miles. After some persuasion and I heard 
the word Commissioner being mentioned the Tehsildars got the machine moving. This was my first ride in a 
tractor after my school days when I used to drive a tractor on my grandfather's farm in the Terai and Bhakhan 
area of Nainital district. The tractor dropped us in Taoos Bala and we groped our way towards Yasin. 
Fortunately it was moonlight because the path through the village, was indeed a running stream. Finally we 
reached the Yasin Nullah or was it the Nazbar nullah - I had lost count of everything or sense of direction. I 
just kept on moving mechanically. The nullah has to be crossed on two suspended logs perched on a raging 
stream. We somehow managed to surmount all these obstacles and finally reached the Yasin Rest House at 
2330 hours. I lay down exhausted and wondered if I should really subject myself to a such physical 



punishment. After all in a couple of days I was going to be 51. 
 
July 9, 1984 
 
We did not expect the Thoi nullah road to be repaired before mid-day and hence had decided to give up our 
programme of visit to Phander and proceed straight to Immit. It therefore came to a surprise to see our jeeps 
arrive at the rest house before 0900 hours. We were told that Hazir Shah, our village supervisor from Barkulti 
Payeen, brought members of his VO early morning and got the road repaired without waiting for the NAWO 
gang to turn up. In the meanwhile, SK had already sent an SOS to Singal asking for a jeep. The jeep met us 
near Gupis on our way to Phander and was sent back but I was pleased with the efficiency of our logistics 
arrangements in case of emergency. This was not for the first time. Emergencies recur in this area quite 
frequently and every time the system has responded well to emergent calls. 
 
We left at 0915 hours and stopped at Gindai Bala. The President of the VO Adam Shah, Manager 
Mohammad Naku Khan, Model Farmer, Mohammad Naqi, Plant Protection and Production Specialist Purdam 
Khan and a few other members met us and led us to the channel and gave us the following details about their 
organisation: 
 
- Date of formation  April 5, 1983 
- Total membership  90 
- Savings accumulated  Rs.10,052 
- Project under   An irrigation channel at 
 implementation   Rs. 45,377 which has since been completed. 
 
It was begun in November 1983 and finished in June 1984. On an average 75 persons worked on it daily at a 
wage of Rs.20. The sides of channel were pitched with stones. Describing the benefits of the channel, the 
villagers informed that now irrigation water could be given to the fields once in two days instead of ten days. 
The formation of VO has resulted in access to fertilizer credit to all the 90 households instead of 20/30 
previously. The VO was currently seized with village planning and marketing especially fruits. The local shop-
keeper describing the change since the implementation of PPI stated that his quantum of sales has nearly 
doubled and that as against 50-70 households which used to buy goods on credit, none is going so now. Most 
the goods purchased comprise tea, cooking oil, salt etc. 
 
The villagers of Gindai Payeen who have formed separate organization, requested for early collaboration with 
AKRSP. SOU Gupis/Yasin may please look into this. 
 
Our next visit was scheduled for Damalgan and we stopped over short of the village to inspect the newly 
widened and extended channel from the saraband. Very soon the Manager joined us. The President who is 
an ex-soldier and holder of Sitara-e-Juraat was away. The details of the VO are as under: 
 
- Date of formation  November 9, 1983 
- Total membership  32 
- Savings accumulated  Rs. 2,500 
- Project under   Widening and extension of a khul 

  implementation   which has been completed at a total cost of Rs.32,711. On which 
an average nearly 32 persons work at a daily wage of Rs.20. 

 
Describing the benefits of the khul the villagers stated that it would result in increased water supply to existing 
land and bring 10 kanals of new land under irrigation. The smallest holding was said to be 6 kanals and the 
largest 40 kanals. The VO has also taken a fertilizer loan. In a discussion with about half a dozen members of 
the organization, it transpired that the office bearers were taking least interest in the VO and more so the 
members. 
 
The Manager of the VO who is also the local shop-keeper seemed to be reaping the maximum benefit and 
appeared quite satisfied with the state of affairs. The members complained that the extension of the channel 
has only benefitted the President and he forced them to do the work although it was not included in the 



AKRSP cost estimates. SOU G/Y should look into this to ascertain under what arrangements this was done. 
Obviously the villagers and the office bearers alike lacked an understanding of either the concept or the 
methodology of AkRSP. I briefly spoke to them and exhorted them to strengthen their organization and 
increase their savings because on collective management and capital depended the development of the 
village. All present promised to do their best in this respect. We were served excellent quality apricots. Steps 
to propagate this variety should be taken in hand.  
 
The AC Gupis/Yasin Mr. Atiqullah was waiting for us with a sumptuous tea at his residence. By 1400 hours, 
we left Gupis joined by Police Inspector Nazrab Khan, who on the spur of the moment decided to accompany 
us although he had returned from Phander only yesterday. We had drive for no more than two hours on the 
Gupis-Phander road when both Nick and I saw a strange object floating down the river. I took it to be a square 
stone, while Nick considered it a piece of wood. In fact it was a jerrycan. No sooner we had seen this we 
encountered a man in a state of delirium shouting that the heap he was travelling had fallen over the ridge in 
the river. In a few minutes we arrived at the site of the accident. I saw a young women sitting listlessly on the 
roadside. When I asked her what had happened, she replied in Urdu that her father, mother, sister and 
children have all gone. She said there were 12 persons in the jeep. She was in a tremendous state of shock. I 
asked my jeep driver Sher Ali to take her to the jeep. In the meanwhile Nazrab showing remidous courage 
initiative and leadership had already hurled himself down the steep ridge here the jeep was lying, to rescue 
the unfortunate passengers. The sight from the road presented a most harrowing and ghastly view. Some 
bodies were lying naked in the water and some were huddled in the jeep. I noticed slight movement in one 
person. Slowly the injured were sent up one after the other - badly injured with blood-smeared faces, injured 
children. We counted six injured persons. It was a miracle that any body was alive. The jeep had fallen more 
than hundred feet. The injured were followed by six dead bodies. I asked Sher Ali to immediately rush the 
injured to Gupis in my jeep and asked SK to inform AC Gupis by the nearest phone about the tragedy for 
making necessary arrangements to attend the injured. My heart sank to learn that there was no doctor in the 
whole Gupis/Yasin subdivision. The injured were however provided with first aid at Jandrote at the Minor 
Medical Unit run by the Health Board and the Commissioner arranged for airlifting of the body injured by army 
helicopter the next morning. The injured turned out to be the relatives of Pir Sahib of Cahttorkhand. 
 
I was greatly touched and impressed by Nazrab's display of an exemplary sense of duty. But for his timely 
and quick actin perhaps no survivors would have been rescued. it is strange why Nazrab decided to 
accompany us. Perhaps he had a premonition of the accident. I was also reminded how a couple of months 
earlier Nazrab had come to me and said that he had seen His Highness in the dream asking him if he had 
been to see me. 
 
It was a sad day and I was told that this particular patch where the accident took place, was notorious for 
accidents. The accident apparently happened due to driver's negligence. By the time all of us could reach 
Phander, it was late in the night. The jeep of SOU G/Y had to make two trips from the scene of accident to 
Phander, as my jeep had gone away with the injured to Gupis and the following day to Gilgit. 
 
The news of the accident travelled like wild fire and people from Pingle and other adjoining villages rushed to 
the scene and I was told, took charge of the dead bodies and brought them to the Pingle village Jamaat 
Khana. The unfortunate passengers belong to two families of Gakuch and had gone on a picnic to Barsat - 
the last village in Gupis valley near Shandur Pass, where a spring is credited with health-giving qualities. The 
jerrycan Nick and I saw contained the water of Barsat spring. What an unfortunate end to an otherwise what 
must have been an enjoyable trip. When the final count was made, nine persons including two children and 
the distraught women whom I met on the roadside, died and five persons including a child survived. 
 
July 10, 1984 
 
 
Phander, at this time of the year, looks like a huge part complete with a lake, a serpentine like river, rows of 
nicely planted trees and green fields. The rest house perched on a knoll affords a magnificent view. The 
mosquitoes, however did not let me sleep well. For lack of time we gave up visits to Dallemal and Sarabal 
channels and set out at 0700 hours for Shamaran. The villagers met us at the parapet of the channel. It is a 
more than 20,000 feet long channel. We were informed by the President of the VO that work had remained 



suspended on the channel since July 1 due to the accidental death of one of the young members of the 
organizatin Bulbul Nazir in a rock blasting explosion. The Manager of the organizatin was injured in the eye 
and is under treatment at Gilgit. We were taken to the place of accident and we also visited Bulbul Nazir's 
house to offer our condolence to his brother, widow and a child. On a query from one of the VO members if 
AKRSP would provide some financial support to the bereaved family, I pointed out that he had laid down his 
life in the service of the village and the VO should collectively do some thing. The project in their village was 
being funded by OXFAM and they make no provision for such eventualities. 
 
In a discussion with the villager, the following information was volunteered: 
 
- Date of formation  March 1983 
- Total membership  48 
- Total savings   Rs.23,900 
- Project under   Widening and extension of irrigation  channel on  which  work   was  

  implementation   started in April 1984 and is estimated to cost Rs.88,000. On an 
average 45 persons work on the channel and were paid a daily 
wage of Rs.15/-. Blasting of rocks in some areas, remains to be 
done. The work is expected to be completed end November. 

 
Analyzing the benefits of the scheme, the villagers pointed out that currently crops were dependent on snow 
melt. With increased water supply, they could even get two crops. At present, the minimum holding comprised 
two fields (4-6 kanals in each field) and the maximum 8. The newly developed land would add approximately 
4 fields to the existing holding of each household. The only persons who were not entitled to new land, were 
the outsiders like the Chowkidar of the channel Mohammad Ali Khan. He makes four rounds a day of the 
channel and gets 15 maunds of grain in return for his services. The SO should use his good offices with the 
VO get a few fields allotted to outsiders also in the newly developed land. All SOs should make it a policy to 
identify such destitute and obtain concessions for them from the VOs concerned in the third dialogues. We 
were informed that the original khul was constructed in 1963 and work has gone on it since then. The village 
planning of the area, should also be taken in hand. The VI is also entitled to award of implements on the basis 
of their savings record since March 15, 1984. 
 
On our return we espied Bulbul Nazir's grave by the roadside and offered a silent prayer. After the over two 
hours walk on the channel in the sun, Nick got dehyderatd and I felt very thirsty too. We stopped at Pingle 
telephone exchange where SK's friends entertained us to the best of their ability. I was greatly touched by 
their hospitality. Some members of the VO Pingle stopped the jeep and requested for an early dialogue in 
their village, which I promised to do as soon as possible. We reached Gupis rest house at 1300 hours and 
after a light lunch left for Immit on SOU G/Y jeep. The day was quite warm and we stopped at every snow-
water spring to freshen ourselves. At Hatoon suspension bridge, we found the jeep, sent from Gilgit, waiting 
for us. We transhipped our luggage in the other vehicle and said goodbye to the Gupis river who had given 
excellent service and performed a yeoman's job in rescuing and retrieving the accident victims with Inspector 
Nazrab and Assistant Engineer Faryad. At Hatoon, Nick discovered that his briefcase containing his passport 
and valuables had been left somewhere. I knew it won't be lost or stolen. It had been in fact, left at Gupis rest 
house by mistake. We reached Immit by 1830 hours and were met by SOU Punyal/Ishkoman and office 
bearers of the Immit VO. 
 
July 11, 1984 
 
 
Last evening when we decided to start at 0500 hours despite Trainee SO's observation that it would be dark 
at that time, I had wondered how would I get up that early without the assistance of an alarm clock. The bed 
bugs in the Immit NAWO Rest House came to my rescue. I could not sleep a wink and when the first light of 
the dawn made its appearance, my wrist watch showed 0400 hours. Nick had dragged his bed outside and 
slept peacefully in his bag in the open. 
 
Muzafar Uddin, Manager of the Immit VO along with Raza Beg, local member of the district council, Mr. 
Ghulam and Sher Alam, members union council, Sabir Rahim, headmaster of the local school and few others 



welcomed Nick and me with horses and we all set off on one of the most strenuous journeys I had ever 
undertaken. It was a nice way to celebrate one's birthday although only a couple of days earlier, I had 
seriously argued with myself if I should really subject myself to such physical strain. On the way we found the 
Jamat Khanas wearing a festive look celebrating His Highness' birthday. 
 
MYK had told us that it took him five hours one way to the headwork or sarband of the Immit channel and SK 
had confirmed at Gupis that the Sub-engineer always used to make an overnight stay whenever he visited the 
channel. I had seriously doubted these statements because the channel according to the survey, was only 3.5 
km in length, the moment of truth had arrived. After crossing the nullah, half a mile outside Immit, we started 
the first of the series of steep climbs. It was with much difficulty that I could keep myself on the horse back. 
Nick prudently decided to climb on foot. At the second climb halfway, I also decided to dismount because it 
was too much even for the horse. At the top we stopped for a cup of tea and saw big rock covered with dried 
twigs and plants. Our companions asked us to throw some twigs on the rock as this actin was blessed with 
taking away the fatigue. We were not on a plateau - green and long without much width. We espied donkeys 
bringing fuelwood escorted by men, children and dogs. KJ's uncle's dog, a beautiful sheep dog with the looks 
of an alsatian which had accompanied us from Immit, challenged the new arrivals and KJ got some good 
video shots of the fight. Everyone, of course, came out unscathed. We recommenced our journey from Shiv 
exactly at 0645 hours (one and half an hour after we left Immit). 
 
It was now a flat plane and I thought of testing my riding capability. In the heyday of my civil service career I 
used to love riding and indeed at the Civil Services Academy I had been judged the best rider but now I had 
not ridden for the last fifteen years. Muzaffar Uddin cautioned against any such action for fear of the fillies 
which were let loose in this particular area. The mares were confined to distant pastures away from the fillies. 
Anyway my fable attempts to bring my mare to a canter petered off only in  fast trot, at best. 
 
The area we passed through - a plateau nearly 11,000 feet high - had fuelwood trees on the mountains and 
green pastures below. While Nick was wondering if any crops could grow at this height we came across, 
barley and fodder fields and a particular type of grass which is ploughed in to increase productivity of the land. 
At one of the mud huts we were stopped and offered glasses of pure yogurt. It turned out to be KJ's other 
uncle@s establishment. The area is called Tarboot and about 50 households from Immit maintain their huts in 
the area during summer. All the Immit households are reported to own land in the area but for scarcity of 
weather only one third of the land could be irrigated and that too by watering fields once in 20/25 days. The 
irrigation stops altogether by middle of August when water even for drinking becomes scarce. We were 
informed if water was available for irrigation, people would stay on much longer and grow many more crops. 
The area is situated in two parallel decks and the lower deck about 200/300 feet below clearly brought out the 
truth of the villagers statement. There were vast flat lands lying fallow. No more than one third of the fields had 
any type of crops and that too quite measly looking. Across the nullah was the village of Kakarnay comprising 
22 households. At the sarband we were told that about 15 persons from the village work on the Immit channel 
and in addition to wages have been promised land in the command area comprising nearly 6,000 kanals of 
which half is already developed into crop fields. The area is also suitable for forestry and we saw junipers 
growing. With increased water supply, the villagers assured us of large scale afforestation. 
 
We had been riding on plane ground for quite some time and Nick and I decided to give a rest to the horses. 
However very soon we were persuaded to remount as we were told that there is a considerable amount of 
walking in store ahead of us. The last stretch which planned to have been tackled by yaks will have to be 
done on foot as the yaks could not be rounded up and persuaded to leave their high pastures for the purpose. 
It came as a bit of disappointment to Nick who was looking forward to it. True enough very soon we had to 
part with our horses and the steep climb on foot began. We noticed a shepherd's hut and a big pot on the boil 
- Kruth was being made out of yogurt water. 
 
The last sketch comprised a precipitous climb and then a very steep and rocky descent. We were literally 
flanked by the villagers on both sides to safeguard against a fall which would have taken us hundreds of feet 
below in the ravine. By now I was very tired and was hoping against hope that Nick would also give up. When 
we reached a little flat stretch, the villagers pointed towards the headwork's (sarband) and the channel taking 
off from the source. It was still quite some distance away and Nick to my great relief declared that he had no 
intention of going upto the sarband. The villagers felt a bit disappointed and told me that without seeing the 



channel how could you realize that what entailed in the construction of this channel. However I assured them 
we fully appreciated the magnitude and difficulties involved in the implementation of the channel. 
 
In a brief discussion the Manager of the VO gave us the following details about the Immit VO: 
 
- Date of formation  February 1983 
- Total membership  201 
- Savings accumulated  Rs. 7,500 
- Project under   Irrigation channel (khul) 15,000 feet in length. Work began on the  

  implementation   channel on 20.5.84 because the survey of the khul could not be 
begun till middle of the last year due to frozen sarband. Nearly 35 
persons worked at site and were being paid Rs.20 per day. Nearly 
1000 feet of the khul had so far been completed. A strong case was 
made for revision of the cost estimates of Rs.112,500 which I flatly 
refused to entertain and Nick also did not encourage. The villagers 
were a bit crestfallen but I exhorted them not to lose heart and gave 
examples of other VOs who had implemented no less difficult 
projects and within similar cost estimates. 

 
In the meanwhile a few blasts went off at the work site indicating the tempo of activity. We had now a choice 
either to climb back or to go down. We were assured that if we went down horses would be awaiting us after a 
walk on flat ground. We opted for the latter alternative and somehow managed to reach the nullah below. At 
that juncture the Manager informed me that the President of the VO Wazir Shah Faqir had left Immit along 
with AkRSP Sub-engineer at 0200 hours in the morning to be able to meet us at the work site. After hearing 
this I told Nick that I will have to go to the channel site. Nick responded that in that case he would come too. 
Somehow we dragged ourselves for another forty five minutes upto the sarband of the channel. Even the dog 
lay-down and seemed to have given up. Nick called the walk a herculean task. 
 
It was 1030 hours when I reached the parapet of the channel - a good five hours after we left Immit. The 
channel was indeed a rewarding sight. Nearly 30-40 persons were working at an altitude of approx. 13,000 
feet. Nick considered it to be the most unusual OXFAM project. Everyone had been condemning Immit 
villages as opium addicts and incapable of doing hard work. Seeing their work on the channel one wonders if 
they are being un=necessarily maligned. We met KJ's uncle - an impressive personality - who was 
supervising the work. The President of the VO informed that the work gangs have been put incharge of four 
leaders who take their turn in supervising the construction. 
 
On the request of the villagers I promised to send the Surveyor to give them correct level and also to estimate 
the work involved. Some persons also suggested an alternate alignment - easier and less costlier. The 
Surveyor might look at it too. 
 
The so-called short walk to the horses meant a solid one hour's walk along the nullah which required crossing 
and recrossing it many times and I had to do it twice piggyback style on one of the villagers who got 
tremendous pleasure in getting it video recorded. Very shortly after getting on the horses, my horse badly 
stumbled resulting in a fall - the second in my life from a horse - on a rose bush which scratched my cheek 
and caused minor bleeding but saved me from a worse fate. Nick who was behind me said that my head was 
saved by inches from the horses' hoof. With great bravado I quickly got up and remounted the horse. There 
was no alternative. I had little strength left to walk. I thanked the horse because some of the ascents it 
negotiated would have been impossible for me to climb. By 1300 hours we reached Tarboot and a feast of 
cream, yogurt, goat butter, cow butter with bread awaited us. It was the food of the gods. I was reminded of 
Akhter Hameed Khan's words in Chapursan that these valleys were a gold mine for livestock development. All 
that Tarboot nullah needs to exploit this gold mine is water - which Inshallah the Immit channel will bring and 
expertise. SO should look into the possibility of training some representatives from Tarboot in milk collection, 
cream separation, cheese making and marketing. At present the whole activity is individualized and at a very 
small scale. There is tremendous potential for collective management of the available resources. 
 
After a brief rest we recommenced our journey. it was very slow and tortuous to negotiate the steep descent 



on horse back and at times I preferred doing it on foot. By 1500 hours we had reached Immit rest house - 
exactly ten hours after we left it in the morning. 
 
At KJ's request we stopped over in his uncle's house for the Kashghari soup called Dodo which was delicious. 
We thanked his aunt for her hospitality not only in the house but also during the trek when KJ produced 
delicious cookies to satisfy our hunger. We were also visited by a mysterious person at KJ's uncle house who 
refused to disclose his identity except that he had met me once before at Yasin. The mystery was resolved 
when we were stopped at the Chatorkhand Police Station and Nick was required to file in a register, while 
doing so, on his behalf, under the column "Purpose of Visit", I wrote 'on mission' - a common UN terminology. 
Nick thought this might be misinterpreted as he being on a missionary work. Anyway next day he was able to 
explain to the Deputy Commissioner, Gilgit who came to visit me at lunch, was an excruciating seven hours of 
road journey from Immit with a stopover at Singal where we picked up Nick's misplaced briefcase and had a 
cup of tea. Ten hours of walking and riding and seven hours jeep drive on one of the worst roads in the world 
was indeed a bit too much to compress in a single day. But Nick enjoyed it thoroughly and so did I. 
 
July 12, 1984 
 
As we arrived around midnight last night, Nick changed his programme of taking the second PIA flight to 
Islamabad and instead proposed to leave by road, to enable him to have discussion with the members of the 
MG and a wrap up session with me. I was quite keen that he should arrive in time in Islamabad to send the 
telex to the OXFAM Committee about his visit to AKRSP, as the committee was due to meet on Friday, July 
13, 1984 and our request to OXFAM funding of additional projects was on their agenda. Nick assured me that 
his response would be positive and I needn't worry on that account. 
 
Nick was quite excited after his meeting with HWK and wished that the system employed by the Engineering 
Section in preparation of cost estimates and the actual contribution of the villager's in implementing the 
projects could be described in one of the quarterly progress reports for information of the donors and others. 
 
After his meeting with TH and MER, he only wished that he had more time. He also had a preview of the 
video of our field visits and requested for an edited version along with slides to be delivered to Islamabad 
office by July 23, 1984 to enable him to take it to London. 
 
In the wrap-up session Nick identified the areas of concern and interest to OXFAM, namely land to the 
landless; information about increase in productivity; political social aspects in terms of permanent institutions, 
their democratic status and ability to provide benefits to all. Women's programme was another area of strong 
interest to OXFAM. As regards land to the landless, I informed Nick that this was not a serious problem in this 
area except in some villages where recent arrivals to the village were looked upon as 'outsiders' and had 
consequently no rights in the common lands of the village. However, in case of real needy 'outsiders' while 
entering into partnership with the VO, AKRSP would try to safeguard their rights in terms of allocation of newly 
developed land. On other issues, pointed out by Nick, MER is planning surveys and studies. Some of which 
are already underway. 
 
Nick Gardner left Gilgit by road around 1600 hours for Islamabad. 


